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ASPEN 11.9.2 Overview

ASPEN 11.9.2 Overview
ASPEN 11.9.2 is scheduled for deployment to states and CMS Regional/Central Offices the
weekend of May 30, 2020. This ASPEN release includes the following additions to ACO/ARO:
●

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Reporting Enforcement

●

Expanded 1135 Waiver tracking

●

Special Survey Report

These updates are described in the Changes section that follows.

These release notes provide a summary of new and updated features in ASPEN 11.9.2.
For detailed information about ASPEN applications, please refer to the applicable
procedures guides and training materials.
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Changes and New Features
CDC COVID-19 Reporting Enforcement
ASPEN 11.9.2 implements a highly automated CDC Reporting Enforcement process
in ARO to facilitate CMS’ tracking and management of compliance with CDC’s
COVID-19 reporting requirements for active Nursing Homes. Beginning June 8,
enforcement for non-compliance with CDC reporting requirements begins.
Nursing Homes are in compliance with CDC requirements if they submit resident and
staff COVID-19 information in a timely fashion and in the correct format to CDC’s
National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) reporting system. For non-compliant
facilities identified by ASPEN, a CDC enforcement case with a Per Day CMP is
automatically created. A CDC COVID desk survey with tag 884 cited at
scope/severity = F is also created and attached to the enforcement case. Citation
text is automatically entered. CDC enforcement letters and CMS-2567 forms are
automatically generated and delivered to non-compliant facilities.
SAs can access CDC reporting enforcement cases from the ACO Enforcement tree.
They are distinguished by the yellow RE (Reporting Enforcement) icon.

Figure 1: CDC cases in the Enforcement tree

CDC Enforcement cases are read-only in ACO unless your state has requested access
and the RO has then released the requested case(s) to you on an individual basis.
For CDC enforcement cases only, the new read-only Special Case Type field appears
with CDC Reporting automatically entered.

Figure 2: CDC enforcement case read-only in ACO
May 2020
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If the RO has released a CDC enforcement case to your state, the new Release
Special Case To State checkbox on the Case Basics tab is selected and the case is
read/write in ACO.

Figure 3: CDC enforcement case released to SA, read/write in ACO

When the RO releases a case to your state, fields are enabled in the case and
related items (e.g., surveys) in ACO as appropriate. Compare the graphics below
showing a portion of the CMP tab in a read-only CDC enforcement case and a
read/write case released to the SA.

Figure 4: CMP tab in read-only CDC enforcement case

Figure 5: CMP tab in CDC enforcement case released to state by RO
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1135 Waiver Tracking
CMS 1135 waiver tracking has been extended in the ASPEN 11.9.2 release. 1135
tracking for certifications of the SPRDF class of ESRDs was introduced in ASPEN
11.9.1. Now, certification-level tracking of 1135 waivers for Ambulatory Surgical
Center (ASC) conversions to Short-term Acute Care Hospitals and Hospital swing bed
expansion has been implemented for eligible Hospital subtypes.
Two new sections to support 1135 waiver tracking for Hospitals were added to the
Certification & Surveys tab:


1135 Waiver Type(s) in the Special Fields section



Swing Bed Waiver Period(s) in the Swing Beds subsection of the Hospital Special
Fields section

Figure 6: 1135 waiver tracking interface for hospitals

These sections are available when appropriate in new and existing certification kits
for eligible Hospital subtypes.

May 2020
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A new swing bed Sze Code option, 3 100 OR MORE, was also added in the Hospital
Special Fields/Swing Beds section.

Figure 7: New swing bed size code

1135 Waiver Type(s)
The 1135 Waiver Type(s) section designates the type of waivers in effect for the
hospital. The two waiver types, 01 ASC Conversion and 02 Swing Bed, are discussed
in more detail later.

Figure 8: 1135 Waiver Type(s)

The 1135 Waiver Type(s) section and options are displayed for Hospital subtypes as
follows:

Figure 9: Availability of 1135 Waiver Type(s) options by Hospital subtype
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1135 Waiver Surveys
When an 1135 Waiver type is selected, the certification kit can be uploaded with
Offsite survey(s) performed as the standard surveys for the kit. For an 1135 waiver
survey, F-Offsite/Paper and W-1135 Waiver should be selected under Extent(s) in
the Survey Properties window, and minimal 670 Workload hours (.25 hr. each) need
to be entered for Pre-Survey Hours, Offsite, and applicable Office Hours.

Figure 10: Extents for 1135 waiver survey

Figure 11: 670 Workload hours for 1135 waiver survey

01 ASC Conversion
For ASC conversions, a new Hospital initial certification kit is created of type
011 Acute Care (ACU)/Short Term Hospital. The 01 ASC Conversion option is the
only waiver type available for ASCs newly converted to the 011 ACU Hospital type.
The conversions do not involve change of status. The ASC provider number is
entered as Cross Ref Provider # (SF03) in Special Fields/Related Identifiers.
01 ASC Conversion is not available as a waiver type for Hospital subtypes other than
011.
When a new Hospital initial certification is created for an ASC conversion, a survey
record should also be created with F-Offsite/Paper and W-1135 Waiver assigned as
extents in Survey Properties.

Figure 12: Survey type and extents for ASC conversion
May 2020
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Note: It is possible that a Hospital created as an ASC Conversion may at some point
add swing bed capacities under the Swing Bed 1135 waiver. In that case, both
waiver types 01 and 02 can be selected for the same hospital as in Figure 6.

02 Swing Bed
To support hospital swing bed expansion, the 02 Swing Bed 1135 waiver type can be
applied to existing initial certification, recertification, or validation kits for the
following Hospital subtypes:


011 - SHORT TERM



013 - REHABILITATION



014 - CRITICAL ACCESS HOSPITALS



01U - MEDICAID-ONLY SHORT TERM HOSPITALS



01V - MEDICAID-ONLY CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS



01Y - MEDICAID-ONLY REHABILITATION HOSPITALS

Note: It is possible that a Hospital created as an ASC Conversion may at some point
add swing bed capacities under the Swing Bed 1135 waiver. In that case, both
waiver types 01 and 02 can be selected for the same Hospital as in Figure 6.
Swing Bed Waiver Period(s)
The Swing Bed Waiver Period(s) section is available in the Swing Beds section in
Hospital Special Fields when 02 Swing Bed is a waiver type option.

Figure 13: Swing Bed Waiver Period(s) section

Swing bed 1135 waiver periods are stored at the facility level. The Swing Bed Waiver
Period(s) section lists all swing bed 1135 waiver periods for the facility with the most
recent period listed first. Use the buttons below the grid to add, modify, and remove
swing bed waiver periods.
The following rules apply to swing bed waiver periods:
1. The Activation date cannot be blank and must be on or after March 1, 2020.
2. The Termination date must be after the Activation date.
3. Only one swing bed waiver period can be Current, with no Termination date.
Current is automatically selected when there is no Termination date.
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4. A new swing bed waiver period cannot be added when another period is active
(marked as Current) with no Termination date, and it must be after the latest swing
bed waiver period.
5. Swing bed waiver periods cannot overlap with the exception of the Termination date
of one period overlapping the Activation date of another.

Special Survey Report
The new Special Survey Report was added to the Reports menu in ACO/ARO. It
provides details such as facility CCN and name; survey event ID, type, extent, and
team composition.

Figure 14: Special Survey Report available from Reports menu

May 2020
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You can specify report filtering criteria in the Choose Report Options window. Report
criteria include date range, special survey type(s), and facility type(s).
Note: CDC reporting enforcement surveys will not be included in this report.

Figure 15: Filters for Special Survey Report

The criteria set in the example above will generate a Special Survey Report listing
COVID-19 special surveys for Nursing Homes in your state in the given time period.

Figure 16: Special Survey Report
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Note: If you select a special survey type that doesn’t apply to the selected facility
type(s), e.g., T-Infection Control (Hospital special survey type) and Nursing Home
facility type(s), the report will be blank.


May 2020

To export or print the report, click Export
Provide requested information, then click OK.

or Print

in the toolbar.
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